How Customers Use VIZOR
The Public Sector

A renowned Canadian teaching hospital
streamlined the process of on-boarding 1500
residents per year with VIZOR. The unique
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provisioning capability was used to allocate specific
software assets and resources based on the residents’
roles within the hospital

Unable to properly monitor valuable software assets,
a Federal US Department chose VIZOR as their
proactive solution to obtain reliable data and make
informed decisions for purchasing software assets.

A School District on the West Coast of the United
States is using VIZOR to streamline the provisioning
of hundreds of newly acquired Chromebooks. VIZOR
will manage the requests, approval, procurement,
maintenance, and recycling of the devices
throughout their lifetime.

After struggling with the limitations of Excel
Spreadsheets, premium Government Healthcare
Insurance Company chose VIZOR to extrapolate
existing data to execute monthly renewals and push
notifications to their customers.

The IT department of an English School Board,
located in Quebec, Canada, uses VIZOR to track and
monitor incidents as well as oversee change
management. VIZOR also serves as a portal for
students, teachers and staff to create tickets and
request assets.
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How Customers Use VIZOR
The Private Sector

With the help of VIZOR’s flexible configuration
capabilities, an innovative club management
software company is provisioning and maintaining
their customers’ software, controlling individual
details like installations, and improving the response
rate of their customers’ inquiries and incidents.

An award winning European Law Firm maximizes
IT technician effectiveness and user productivity by
monitoring asset status and tracking asset location
with VIZOR Assets’ barcode scanning workflow.

Another European Law Firm is leveraging their
existing Microsoft SCCM infrastructure with VIZOR to
transform static data into valuable information to
drive informed purchasing decisions.
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North American Civil Engineering Company
leverages investment in Microsoft SCCM by choosing
VIZOR to enhance the asset lifecycle management
including requests, approvals, provisioning,
procurement, recycling, and retirement.

A North American Hospitality Management
Organization benefits from improved operational
efficiency by using all VIZOR modules to streamline
IT tasks including ticket and problem management.

